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Parallel or convergent evolution at the molecular level has been difficult to demonstrate especially when rigorous
statistical criteria are applied. We present sequence data from the protease gene from eight patients infected with
the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1). These patients have been on multiple drug therapies for at least 2
years. We present sequence data from two timepoints: time zero—the initiation of drug therapy—and a subsequent
timepoint between 59 and 104 weeks after the initiation of drug therapy. In addition to the sequence data, we
present viral load data from both initial and final timepoints. Our phylogenetic analyses indicate significant evolution
of virus from initial to final time points, even in three of eight patients who show low viral loads. Of the five
patients who escaped drug therapy, identical amino acid replacements were seen in all five patients at two different
codon positions, an indication of parallel evolution. We also measured genetic diversity for these patients and found
no correlation between genetic diversity and viral load. Finally, we calculated the nonsynonymous and synonymous
substitution rates and showed that the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution compared to the value
of one may be a poor indicator of natural selection.

Introduction

The most successful treatment for acquired immu-
nodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), caused by the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), has been drug therapies,
initially those inhibiting the reverse transcriptase activity
of the virus (e.g., AZT). Recent advances in drug ther-
apy have focused on the inhibitors of the protease gene.
Indeed, a combination therapy involving both reverse
transcriptase and protease inhibitors has proven to be
our best ammunition yet in the fight against AIDS (Per-
elson et al. 1997). In a recent article, Wain-Hobson
(1997) has suggested that these combined drug therapies
might even be a cure for HIV infection. The data show
that multidrug therapies have the ability to reduce viral
load greatly in a short period of time. Perelson et al.
(1997) showed that the concentration of HIV-1 in plas-
ma could drop by 99% in the first 2 weeks of treatment.
Yet, it is the unaccounted for 1% that is troublesome,
because HIV is known to hide out in various tissues,
creating latent reservoirs of virus (Chun et al. 1997a;
Finzi et al. 1997). We know HIV can evolve resistance
to both reverse transcriptase inhibitors (Kellam and Lar-
der 1995) and protease inhibitors (Borman, Paulous and
Clavel 1996; Molla et al. 1996; Zhang et al. 1997). We
also know that resistant genotypes exist in HIV popu-
lations in reasonable frequencies even in untreated pa-
tients (Kozal et al. 1996; Lech et al. 1996). Thus, the
major question in the drug therapy of HIV is this: if the
virus remains in latent reservoirs, is it still evolving, and
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will it eventually evolve resistance to drug therapy using
a combination of drugs? We addressed this question by
sequencing DNA from the protease gene from eight pa-
tients who were subjected to combination drug therapy.
Multiple sequences were obtained from two timepoints
for each patient: day 0, the day drug therapy began, and
a timepoint at least 59 weeks after initiation of therapy.
Our results indicate that while the combination drug
therapy reduces viral load to undetectable levels, the vi-
rus is still evolving, and the HIV population is acquiring
drug-resistant mutations. Furthermore, these resistant
mutations accumulate in a parallel fashion, with differ-
ent patients obtaining identical amino acid replacements
in many positions.

Materials and Methods
The Patients and Therapy

Plasma samples were obtained from patients in-
fected with HIV-1 who were treated with Indinavir (Vac-
ca et al. 1994) (600 mg, four times a day) alone (patients
2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) or in combination with intermittent
administration of interleukin-2 (IL-2) by continuous in-
fusion for 5 days every 2 months (patients 1, 7, and 8)
(table 1). The protocol was approved by the NIAID In-
stitutional Review Board, and all participants provided
written informed consent. The patients had previously
received nucleoside analogs. At subsequent times, re-
verse transcriptase inhibitors were also administered in
the continued presence of Indinavir, and patients were
allowed to add IL-2 to their treatment regime. Particle-
associated plasma HIV-1 RNA levels were determined
with the version of the standard branched-DNA signal
amplification assay (bDNA assay, Chiron) (Dewar et al.
1994), which has a detection limit of 500 copies of HIV-
1 RNA per ml.

Sequence Data

HIV-1 RNA was isolated from 130 ml of plasma
by using the QIAamp HCV kit (Qiagen Inc). HIV-1
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Table 1
Patient Summary for Drug Treatments and Viral Load
(Zhang et al. 1997)

Patient

HIV Initial
Load (RNA
copies/ml)

HIV Final
Load (RNA
copies/ml)

Initial
CD 41

(cells/ml)

Final
CD 41

(cells/ml)

1 . . . . . .
2 . . . . . .
3 . . . . . .
4 . . . . . .
5 . . . . . .
6 . . . . . .
7 . . . . . .
8 . . . . . .

195,000
119,000
245,000
346,000
215,000

1,288,000
168,000
559,000

,500
,500

,10,000
89,560
40,570

425,500
500,300

51,230

441
136
226

62
87
19

316
36

1,088
729

1,201
257
305
36

322
319

RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA using a primer
(minus strand), 59-TTGTTTTACATCATTAGTGTGGGC-
39 (nucleotides [nt] 3,626–3,650 of HIV-1 NL4.3) and
avian myeloblastosis virus reverse transcriptase (cDNA
cycle kit, Invitrogen Corporation). HIV-1 DNA corre-
sponding to the gag (p7/p1/p6), protease, and part of
reverse transcriptase was amplified by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) with a mixture of Klentaq1 (Ab Peptides,
Inc.) and pfu (Stratagene) by using the following primer
pair: forward primer (nt 1,882–1,905) 59-GAAGCAAT-
GAGCCAAGTAACAAAT-39 and reverse primer (nt
3,544–3,567) 59-GATATGTCCATTGGCCTTGCCCCT-
39. Nested PCR was carried out with the following prim-
er pair: forward primer (nt 1,966–1,988) 59-TTCA-
ATTGTGGCAAAGAAGGGCAC-39 and reverse primer
(nt 3,501–3,524) 59-TAAGTCTTTTGATGGGTCA-
TAATA-39. The PCR product was purified by using the
QIAquick spin PCR purification kit (Qiagen Inc.). The
nucleotide numbering is based on that of HIVNL4.3.
The purified PCR products were ligated using the pCRII
vector (Invitrogen Corporation). Dye-deoxy-labeled se-
quencing reactions were performed using the ABI
PRISM Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit with
AmpliTaq DNA Polymerase, FS (Perkin Elmer). The re-
action products were resolved by electrophoresis on a
4.75% polyacrylamide gel and analyzed with an Applied
Biosystems 377 automated sequencing system.

Phylogeny Reconstruction

Phylogenetic relationships among all sequences
were estimated using the neighbor-joining method (Sai-
tou and Nei 1987). We determined the appropriate mod-
el of evolution by using a maximum likelihood ratio test
to test alternative models (Huelsenbeck and Crandall
1997). These tests were implemented using the program
Modeltest (Posada and Crandall 1998). We also included
sequences from known laboratory strains of HIV to
guard against contamination and mislabeling problems
(Korber et al. 1995). Relative support for various clades
was estimated using 1,000 replications of the bootstrap
procedure (Felsenstein 1985), coupled with the neigh-
bor-joining method and optimized model of evolution.
The phylogeny estimation, model testing, and bootstrap
procedures were performed using PAUP* (Swofford
1998).

Resolution for relationships among sequences with-
in a patient was low, as evaluated by the bootstrap pro-
cedure. Therefore, an alternative phylogeny estimation
procedure, statistical parsimony, was used to reconstruct
relationships among sequences from a single patient
(Templeton, Crandall, and Sing 1992). This method has
a demonstrated superiority to traditional phylogeny re-
construction techniques when levels of divergence are
low among sequences (Crandall 1994, 1996), as they are
in HIV sequences from within a single patient. Using
this procedure, relationships were established within the
95% confidence limits set by equation (8) of Templeton,
Crandall, and Sing (1992). This procedure has the added
advantage of checking for recombination and displaying
explicitly the changes along the branches that connect
different sequences. Therefore, numbers of inferred syn-
onymous and nonsynonymous substitutions were count-
ed directly from these reconstructions and compared to
those calculated below.

Genetic Diversity

A characteristic feature of HIV is extensive genetic
variation. The importance of genetic variation for the
pathogenesis of AIDS is still poorly understood, as is
the relationship between genetic variation and disease
progression (but see Strunnikova et al. 1995). The im-
portance of HIV genetic variation in the presence of
protease-inhibiting drugs is also poorly understood. This
study explored this association by measuring genetic di-
versity at two time points from eight patients.

Genetic diversity can be measured in a number of
different ways. We have used two very different meth-
ods to estimate relative levels of genetic diversity both
within and among patients. The first method, borrowed
from conservation biology, estimates the likelihood that
two sequences are different in allelic state and incor-
porates this likelihood into a genetic diversity index
(Crozier 1992). The calculations are based on the mea-
sured branch lengths of the phylogeny as an uncorrected
percent divergence (Crozier and Kusmierski 1994).
Branch lengths were estimated using PAUP* (Swofford
1998) and then entered into the program CONSERVE
(Agapow 1997) to calculate genetic diversity indices. A
95% confidence interval was calculated for each genetic
diversity estimate by analyzing 100 bootstrap trees gen-
erated by PAUP*.

Our second approach to estimating genetic diver-
sity was use of a phylogenetic estimate of theta, u 5
2Neim, where Nei is the inbreeding effective population
size, and m is the per nucleotide mutation rate (Kuhner,
Yamato, and Felsenstein 1995). The computer program
COALESCE provides a maximum likelihood estimate
of u via a Metropolis–Hastings Markov Chain Monte
Carlo method. This approach calculates the likelihood
of the observed data, given a value of u by sampling
genealogies based on a coalescent distribution (Kuhner,
Yamato, and Felsenstein 1995). This phylogenetic ap-
proach to the estimation of genetic diversity has been
shown to be superior to nonphylogenetic-based methods
(Felsenstein 1992). This method does not assume a cor-
rect phylogeny but rather samples multiple plausible ge-
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Table 2
Likelihood Ratio Tests of Models of Molecular Evolution (Huelsenbeck and Crandall 1997; Posada and Crandall 1998)

Null Hypothesis Models Compared 2ln L0 2ln L1 22ln l df P

Equal base frequencies . . . . . . . . . . .

Equal ti/tv rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Equal ti and equal tv rates . . . . . . . .

Equal rates among sites . . . . . . . . . .

Proportion of invariable sites. . . . . .

H0: JC69
H1: F81
H0: F81
H1: HKY85
H0: HKY85
H1: GTR
H0: HKY85
H1: HKY851G
H0: HKY851G
H1: HKY851G1invar

2,858.78

2,825.19

2,729.03

2,729.03

2,607.36

2,825.19

2,729.03

2,724.15

2,607.36

2,604.74

67.18

192.3

9.76

243.3

5.24

3

1

3

1

1

,0.000001

,0.000001

0.044593

,0.000001

0.080359

NOTE.—Due to the performance of multiple tests, the significance level of rejection of the null hypothesis should be adjusted via the Bonferroni correction to
a 5 0.01.

→

FIG. 1.—Midpoint rooted neighbor-joining tree of sequences from the protease gene of HIV-1 collected from eight host individuals. The
phylogeny was estimated using the HKY851G model of evolution. Branch lengths are shown proportional to the amount of change along the
branches; bootstrap percentages (based on 1,000 replications) are given for nodes defining major groups of sequences. Shaded symbols represent
a timepoint greater than 59 weeks after treatment, while white symbols indicate samples at the initiation of drug therapy. Symbols: v 5 patient
1; l 5 patient 2; 5 patient 3; 3 5 patient 4; m 5 patient 5; . 5 patient 6; " 5 patient 7; m 5 patient 8.✿V

nealogies as defined by their likelihood score. The meth-
od does assume constant population size, no recombi-
nation, no selection, and no migration. A 95% confi-
dence limit was obtained for each estimate by
interpolating the u value corresponding to a log-likeli-
hood difference of two using Mathematica (Wolfram
1991). Theta estimates were obtained for each individual
patient, but not for the two timepoints for each patient,
due to small sample sizes within timepoints relative to
this estimation procedure.

Nucleotide Substitutions

In molecular evolutionary studies, it is valuable to
partition nucleotide substitutions into two classes: syn-
onymous substitutions, those causing no change in the
amino acid, and nonsynonymous substitutions, those re-
sulting in an amino acid replacement. Strictly random
evolution would result in a 3:1 ratio of nonsynonymous
to synonymous substitutions. However, the majority of
nonsynonymous substitutions are typically eliminated
by purifying selection, the result being a predominance
of synonymous substitutions (Miyata and Yasunaga
1980). When positive Darwinian selection occurs, then
the nonsynonymous rate of substitution accelerates
(Hughes and Nei 1988; Messier and Stewart 1997).
Thus, the relative rates of synonymous to nonsynony-
mous substitutions can be good indicators of the amount
and types of selection affecting a gene (Sharp 1997).
We estimated the number of synonymous substitutions
per synonymous site ( ) and the number of nonsynon-d̂S

ymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site (d̂N), using
the method of Nei and Gojobori (1986), with the Jukes–
Cantor correction. The estimates were performed using
the computer program MEGA (Kumar, Tamura, and Nei
1993).

Results and Discussion
Sequence Data

A minimum of nine early timepoint clones per pa-
tient and seven late timepoint clones per patient were
sequenced for each patient. For most patients we se-
quenced 10 or more clones at each timepoint, for a total
of 157 sequences of length 297 nt. These sequences
have been deposited in GenBank under the following
accession numbers: patient 1, AF101320–AF101339;
patient 2, AF101340–AF101360; patient 3, AF024721–
AF024730 and AF024802–AF024809; patient 4,
AF024810–AF024818 and AF024873–AF024880; pa-
tient 5, AF024881–AF024890 and AF024937–
AF024946; patient 6, AF024947–AF024956 and
AF025063–AF025074; patient 7, AF025075–AF025085
and AF025147–AF025155; patient 8, AF025156–
AF025164 and AF025276, AF025278–AF025287.

Among Patient Diversity

Comparing likelihood scores for the various models
of evolution, we reject the null hypotheses of equal base
frequencies, transition rate equals transversion rate (ti 5
tv), and rate homogeneity (table 2). Our analysis failed
to reject the null hypothesis of equal transition rates and
equal transversion rates and the null hypothesis of no
invariable sites. We concluded that the HKY851G mod-
el incorporating nucleotide frequency differences, ti/tv
bias, and rate heterogeneity was the most appropriate
for these data (table 2). The nucleotide frequencies av-
eraged across sequences were A 5 0.36547, C 5
0.16246, G 5 0.22699, and T 5 0.24508. The ti/tv ratio
was estimated by maximum likelihood to be 2.522028
with a kappa 5 4.986982. The shape parameter of the
gamma distribution for incorporating rate heterogeneity
was estimated by maximum likelihood to be 0.421139.
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FIG. 2.—Unrooted cladograms relating nucleotide sequences from within each patient. Circles represent day zero samples; squares represent
later timepoint samples as indicated. The clone number or numbers representing a unique sequence are shown inside the circle or square. Zeros
represent missing intermediates. Nucleotide and amino acid changes are shown along the branch along which they are inferred to have occurred.
The number represents the nucleotide position along the protease gene. BM stands for back mutation; MH indicates inferred multiple hits. The
parallel changes are indicated in bold. Patient 7 has two sequences that appear to be recombinants under the criteria of Templeton, Crandall,
and Sing (1992) and were therefore not connected to the main network.

Using this model of evolution, the neighbor-joining
tree for the entire data set shows that sequences cluster
predominantly by host individual (with the exception of
patient 3 where the early timepoint sequences do not
cluster strongly; fig. 1). Furthermore, no sequences clus-

tered strongly (bootstrap values . 50) with known lab-
oratory strains of HIV subtype B, an indication of no
evidence for contamination. Even for those patients with
undetectable levels of plasma virus (patients 1–3), it is
clear that virus detectable via PCR is still evolving. In
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FIG. 2 (Continued)
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FIG. 3.—Unrooted tree with four terminal taxa (1–4) and synon-
ymous (S) and nonsynonymous (N) changes indicated along the
branches. Pairwise estimates of change overestimate changes on the
internal branch and therefore can lead to biased estimates.

Table 3
Estimates of Genetic Diversity (Crozier 1992) and
Nucleotide Diversity ( ) (Kuhner et al. 1995)û

Patient—Time

Genetic
Diver-

sity

95%
Confidence

Interval û

95%
Confidence

Interval

P1 . . . . . . . . . . .
P1—0 . . . . . .
P1—104 . . . .

P2 . . . . . . . . . . .
P2—0 . . . . . .
P2—100 . . . .

P3 . . . . . . . . . . .
P3—0 . . . . . .
P3—75 . . . . .

P4 . . . . . . . . . . .
P4—0 . . . . . .
P4—75 . . . . .

0.0689
0.0409
0.0309
0.0896
0.0246
0.0712
0.1221
0.0737
0.0612
0.0608
0.0413
0.0203

0.0676–0.0702
0.0405–0.0413
0.0299–0.0139
0.0891–0.0901
0.0243–0.0249
0.0707–0.0718
0.1211–0.1231
0.0731–0.0743
0.0604–0.0619
0.0603–0.0612
0.0410–0.0416
0.0199–0.0207

0.0254

0.0374

0.0608

0.0256

0.0119–0.0503

0.0206–0.0718

0.0256–0.1159

0.0194–0.0552

P5 . . . . . . . . . . .
P5—0 . . . . . .
P5–59 . . . . . .

P6 . . . . . . . . . . .
P6—0 . . . . . .
P6—71 . . . . .

P7 . . . . . . . . . . .
P7—0 . . . . . .
P7—60 . . . . .

P8 . . . . . . . . . . .
P8—0 . . . . . .
P8—72 . . . . .

0.1021
0.0638
0.0477
0.1202
0.0728
0.0557
0.1316
0.0688
0.0754
0.1591
0.1211
0.0490

0.1011–0.1030
0.0630–0.0646
0.0470–0.0484
0.1198–0.1207
0.0726–0.0730
0.0553–0.0562
0.1305–0.1327
0.0681–0.0694
0.0744–0.0764
0.1583–0.1599
0.1204–0.1218
0.0482–0.0497

0.0453

0.0560

0.0746

0.0873

0.0232–0.00854

0.0237–0.1015

0.0269–0.1403

0.0277–0.1607

NOTE.—Time is given at the initiation of drug therapy (time 0) and in weeks
after drug therapy began.

every case, the later timepoint sample diverged signifi-
cantly from the initial sample in each patient. Indeed,
with the exception of patient 4 (bootstrap 5 59), all the
later timepoints are supported by bootstrap values in the
high 80s or higher.

It is of interest to note that the posttreatment iso-
lates do not always arise from the pretreatment isolates.
The expected pattern is shown in patient 2, where a
monophyletic cluster of posttreatment timepoints arises
from the pretreatment timepoints to form a paraphyletic
group of samples from a single host individual. How-
ever, in patients 1, 4, 7, and 8 the posttreatment isolates
are sister and basal to the pretreatment isolates. There
are a number of potential explanations for this phenom-
enon. The biological explanation is that as virus is being
eliminated by drug therapy, populations are being re-
stocked by viral reservoirs. These reservoirs presumably
are initially stocked at the stage of initial infection.
Thus, one would expect these lineages to fall basal to
those that have experienced many generations of evo-
lution.

There are, of course, a number of methodological
explanations. First, the tree may be wrong due to an
incorrect model of evolution or violations of other as-
sumptions of phylogenetic methods (e.g., independent
sites). For example, patient 7 appears to have two se-
quences that may be the result of recombination (see fig.
2g). Standard phylogenetic techniques assume that no
recombination has occurred among the sequences and
therefore may give spurious relationships when this as-
sumption is violated (Crandall and Templeton 1999).
However, eliminating these two sequences from the
analysis does not alter the general phenomenon. Second,
the tree may be correct but the sampling may be poor;
i.e., the initial pretreatment sample did not accurately
reflect the entire diversity in the population, and by
chance at a latter timepoint, one samples from a differ-
ent part of the distribution of diversity. This explanation
loses credence, for example, in patient 1, where the sep-
aration between timepoints is supported by bootstrap
values of 99% and 76%. If the distribution of lineages
was merely a sampling artifact, one would expect much
less support for these nodes. Finally, the posttreatment
clade may be driven to a sister and basal position due
to a greater abundance of synapomorphic characters as-
sociated with drug resistance. However, when one re-

constructs the tree based on just 3rd position changes
(thereby eliminating parallel changes associated with
drug resistance), this phenomenon is still observed (data
not shown). One might argue that the placement is sim-
ply a rooting artifact, but no matter how one roots the
tree, some patients will always show this phenomenon
of later timepoints falling basal to earlier timepoints.
Thus, the biological argument seems to hold the most
weight.

Within Patient Diversity

Diversity of HIV from within a patient, while less
than among patients, was still significant. Relationships
among sequences from within each patient showed clear
partitioning of the early and late timepoint samples (fig.
2a–h). Early and late timepoint samples were separated
by a minimum of 5 nt substitutions (patients 1, 2, 4, 5,
and 7) and a maximum of 12 changes (patient 8), even
for those patients with viral load levels ,500 copies/ml
(patients 1 and 2). There was no correlation between
initial viral load and initial genetic diversity (r 5 0.408;
tables 1 and 3). Likewise, there was no correlation be-
tween final viral loads and final genetic diversity, an
indication that viral load is a poor indicator of under-
lying genetic diversity. Because genetic diversity is de-
fined as u 5 2Neim, this lack of correlation also implies,
assuming a constant mutation rate, that viral load does
not correlate with the inbreeding effective population
size. Overall genetic diversity measured by Crozier’s
(1992) method or Kuhner et al.’s (1995) method does
not correlate with initial viral load (r 5 0.313 and r 5
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Table 4
The Number of Synonymous Substitutions per
Synonymous Site ( S), the Number of Nonsynonymousd̂
Substitutions per Nonsynonymous Site ( N) (Nei andd̂
Gojobori 1986), and the Total Numbers of Synonymous
(SYN) and Nonsynonymous (NONSYN) Inferred from the
Cladograms in Figure 2

Patient—Time d̂S SD d̂N SD d̂N/d̂S SYN
NON-
SYN

P1 . . . . . . . . . .
P1—0 . . . . .
P1—104 . . .

P2 . . . . . . . . . .
P2—0 . . . . .
P2—100 . . .

P3 . . . . . . . . . .
P3—0 . . . . .
P3—75 . . . .

P4 . . . . . . . . . .
P4—0 . . . . .
P4—75 . . . .

0.0481
0.0139
0.0056
0.0516
0.0560
0.0026
0.0320
0.0222
0.0228
0.0162
0.0193
0.0123

0.0182
0.0072
0.0046
0.0167
0.0187
0.0027
0.0118
0.0098
0.0125
0.0055
0.0080
0.0071

0.0074
0.0050
0.0043
0.0092
0.0118
0.0016
0.0306
0.0160
0.0120
0.0154
0.0000
0.0089

0.0031
0.0028
0.0022
0.0034
0.0040
0.0011
0.0074
0.0053
0.0046
0.0056
0.0000
0.0042

0.154
0.360
0.768
0.178
0.0211
0.0615
0.956
0.721
0.526
0.951
0.000
0.724

10

12

8

8

9

10

23

8

P5 . . . . . . . . . .
P5—0 . . . . .
P5—59 . . . .

P6 . . . . . . . . . .
P6—0 . . . . .
P6—71 . . . .

P7 . . . . . . . . . .
P7—0 . . . . .
P7—60 . . . .

P8 . . . . . . . . . .
P8—0 . . . . .
P8—72 . . . .

0.0199
0.0291
0.0102
0.0252
0.0252
0.0119
0.0353
0.0344
0.0303
0.0421
0.0339
0.0331

0.0080
0.0122
0.0074
0.0100
0.0107
0.0053
0.0107
0.0116
0.0114
0.0137
0.0131
0.0132

0.0247
0.0091
0.0152
0.0259
0.0087
0.0103
0.0227
0.0116
0.0069
0.0328
0.0072
0.0367

0.0066
0.0042
0.0054
0.0069
0.0030
0.0031
0.0065
0.0042
0.0033
0.0068
0.0035
0.0078

1.24
0.313
1.49
1.03
0.345
0.866
0.643
0.337
0.228
0.779
0.212
1.11

9

11

15

11

18

24

18

26

Table 5
Convergent Amino Acid Replacements in Response to Drug Treatment

PATIENT—TIME

CODON (nucleotides)

10
(28–30)

54
(160–162)

71
(211–213)

82
(244–246)

90
(268–270)

P1—0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P1—104 . . . . . . . . . . .
P2—0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P2—100 . . . . . . . . . . .
P3—0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P3—75 . . . . . . . . . . . .
P4—0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P4—75 . . . . . . . . . . . .

CTC
No change

ATA
No change

ATC
No change

CTC
ATC

ATC
No change

ATC
No change

ATC
GTC
ATC
GTC

GCT
No change

ACA
No change

GCT
GTT
GCT
GTT

GTC
No change

GTC
No change

GTC
GCC
GTC
GCC

TTG
No change

TTG
No change

TTG
No change

TTG
ATG

P5—0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P5—59 . . . . . . . . . . . .
P6—0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P6—71 . . . . . . . . . . . .
P7—0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P7—60 . . . . . . . . . . . .
P8—0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P8—72 . . . . . . . . . . . .

CTT
ATT
CTC
ATC
CTC
ATC
ATC
GTC

ATC
GTC
ATC
GTC
ATC

No change
ATC
GTC

GCT
GTT
GCT
GTT
GTT

No change
GCT

No change

GTC
GCC
TGC
GCC
GTC
GCC
GTC
GCC

TTG
ATG
TTG
ATG
TTG
ATG
TTG
ATG

0.243, respectively). These two measures of genetic di-
versity, however, do correlate strongly with each other
(r 5 0.985; table 3), an indication that they are mea-
suring similar properties of the sequence albeit in very
different ways.

Nonsynonymous and Synonymous Substitutions

Nonsynonymous and synonymous substitution
rates were measured at initial timepoints and end time-
points, and averaged across all sequences (table 4). In

addition, the raw numbers of inferred nonsynonymous
and synonymous substitutions were tabulated from the
cladograms in figure 2 (table 4). For all patients except
patient 3, the synonymous substitution rate decreased at
the later timepoint from the earlier timepoint. The non-
synonymous substitution rate, on the other hand, de-
creased in the three patients with undetectable levels of
virus (patients 1–3) and patient 7, whereas, this rate in-
creased in the other patients. The synonymous substi-
tution rate is always significantly higher (P , 0.0005,
Student’s t) than the nonsynonymous substitution rate at
time zero. However, at the terminal timepoint, two pa-
tients (5 and 8) show significantly higher nonsynony-
mous substitution rates (P , 0.0005, Student’s t), while
the remaining patients show less discrepancy between
the synonymous and nonsynonymous rates.

A common convention for detecting the action of
positive selection is the calculation of the ratio of non-
synonymous to synonymous substitutions, a ratio greater
than one indicating strong positive selection (Messier
and Stewart 1997). In only two patients examined do
we find overall ratios greater than one (patients 5 and
6; table 4). Likewise, the ratio at the later timepoint
shows only two patients with a ratio greater than one
(patients 5 and 8). However, all patients except 3 and 7
show an increase in this ratio from early timepoint to
later timepoint. Sharp (1997) has argued that adaptive
changes are very hard to find using this ratio, particu-
larly with the ratio greater than one cutoff. This point
is demonstrated here. Clearly these sequences are under
positive Darwinian selection as is evident by the parallel
changes shown below (table 5). However, the magic ra-
tio of 1:1 is reached in only two of the five patients who
have escaped drug therapy. Even in those patients with
continued low viral loads (,500 copies/ml), we see a
significant shift in the ratio of nonsynonymous to syn-
onymous substitutions in favor of nonsynonymous sub-
stitutions. Therefore, Sharp’s (1997) prediction that
these ‘‘ratios may often be less than one even if some
adaptive substitutions have occurred’’ is born out in
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these data. Furthermore, calculating the raw numbers of
nonsynonymous and synonymous substitutions directly
from the inferred cladogram seemed to give a better in-
dication of the selection pressures experienced by these
viruses. For every individual with viral loads greater
than 500 copies/ml, the nonsynonymous to synonymous
substitution ratio (in raw numbers not in rates) was
greater than one. Thus, these raw calculations appear to
be better indicators of recent positive selection than the
rate estimates, compared to the yardstick of a ratio being
greater than or less than one.

Here we have used the Nei and Gojobori method
of estimating synonymous and nonsynonymous substi-
tution rates. Maximum likelihood approaches provide
enhanced methods for estimating these rates (Goldman
and Yang 1994; Muse 1996; Nielsen and Yang 1998;
Yang 1998). However, these alternative methods are dif-
ficult to implement and therefore are not widely used.
We chose to use the Nei and Gojobori method for de-
monstrative purposes and will explore these other esti-
mation procedures in the future.

There are at least two reasons why the method of
Nei and Gojobori could give spurious results. First, as
a pairwise method, it counts events on internal branches
multiple times. Consider the four taxon statement given
in figure 3. The changes on the internal branch are
counted multiple times and therefore give an average
pairwise estimate of 3:2 nonsynonymous to synony-
mous. But the actual ratio is 4:2. This underestimate is
due to the positioning of the synonymous substitutions
on the internal branch and these changes being counted
multiple times via pairwise comparisons. Second, while
the Nei and Gojobori method corrects for multiple hits,
it does not correct for nucleotide frequency differences,
transition/transversion bias, or codon frequency bias that
have been shown to have a significant effect on the es-
timation of substitution rates (Muse 1996; Nielsen and
Yang 1998). Therefore methods that take into account
these biases and do not depend on pairwise compari-
sons, such as the maximum likelihood methods (Muse
and Gaut 1994; Goldman and Yang 1994), are expected
to give more reliable results. Perhaps the selection is
proportionally on a few sites, such that even if the non-
synonymous rate is estimated correctly, it will still be
swamped by synonymous changes at other positions,
which is why the magic ratio of 1:1 should not be the
ultimate goal for detecting selection.

Parallel Evolution of Drug-Resistant Mutations

Convergent evolution implies adaptive change, by
natural selection, resulting in lesser-related entities ap-
pearing more related than they are (Doolittle 1994). Par-
allel changes are those resulting from a common ances-
tral character state but in independent lineages, whereas,
convergent changes are those evolving from different
ancestral states. Doolittle (1994) characterized a number
of different types of convergent evolution, including se-
quence convergence. Of sequence convergence, he con-
cluded, ‘‘a convincing case for genuine sequence con-
vergence has yet to be made.’’ Indeed, convergent evo-
lution at the nucleotide sequence level seems to be so

rare, one cannot find a reference to the phenomenon in
the index of Li’s (1997) Molecular Evolution (the ideas
of convergent and parallel evolution are illustrated on p.
69, but without empirical examples). Doolittle presented
a purported case of convergent evolution in HIV se-
quences from the envelope protein. Holmes et al. (1992)
argued for convergent evolution based on the crown mo-
tif of the V3 region evolving to a GPGSAV motif along
two independent lineages from a single patient, one
from GPGRAV and the other from GPGSAF. Doolittle
(1994) argued that the sample size was too small to
conclude convergent evolution.

In our case, in sampling multiple independent in-
dividuals, we have identified identical changes occurring
in each individual (table 5). We can categorize these
changes unambiguously as parallel because we know
them to have identical starting sequences. We have sum-
marized the changes at five codon positions known to
influence drug resistance (for more details, see Zhang et
al. 1997). For example, in codon position 90, five of the
five individuals showing increased levels of viral load
have evolved a Leu (TTG) to Met (ATG) amino acid
replacement. Using a simple binomial distribution with
a p0 5 0.111 (i.e., given a change has occurred in the
TTG sequence, there is a probability of 1/9 changing to
a Met as to any other possible amino acid or one stop
codon option [TAG]), five of five individuals changing
to the same amino acid has a P , 0.0001. Similarly, at
position 82, six of six changes are from a Val (GTC) to
Ala (GCC) replacement giving a P , 0.0001. The other
three positions show similar patterns: 71 (four of four
show Ala [GCT] to Val [GTT] P 5 0.0001), 54 (five of
six show Ile [ATC] to Val [GTC] P 5 0.0001), and 10
(three of five show Leu [CTC] to Ile [ATC] P 5
0.0086). Therefore we show multiple examples of sta-
tistically significant parallel evolution at the nucleotide
level. The body of evidence demonstrating that conver-
gent/parallel changes play an important evolutionary
role is growing from both natural populations (e.g., bac-
terial drug resistance [Weisblum 1995] and viral drug
resistance [Molla et al. 1996]) and experimental systems
(Bull et al. 1997; Cunningham et al. 1997).

We chose to examine these five amino acid posi-
tions because they were the only five that appeared in
five or more of the patients. Eleven positions are known
to be associated with Indinavir resistance; 10 (nt 28–
30), 20 (nt 58–60), 24 (nt 70–72), 32 (nt 94–96), 46 (nt
136–138), 54 (nt 160–162), 63 (nt 187–189), 71 (nt
211–213), 82 (nt 244–246), 84 (nt 250–252), and 90 (nt
268–270) (Schinazi, Larder, and Mellors 1997). All five
of our observed parallel replacements fall within this
list. There are many other amino acid replacements
along the branches that separate timepoints in these pa-
tients. Many of the other known replacements are ob-
served; e.g., in patient 3 (fig. 2c) we see replacements
at both amino acid 24 (nt 70) and 46 (nt 136). However,
in many individuals, novel amino acid replacements are
also observed, e.g., in patient 3 amino acid position 62
(nt 184).

Wong et al. (1997) and Finzi et al. (1997) have
argued that while multidrug therapy has failed to stop
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replication of virus in latent reservoirs, viral evolution
has stopped. Our results clearly show this not to be the
case in these patients. In all the patients, viral load was
reduced to ,500 copies/ml (Zhang et al. 1997), and five
of the eight escaped drug therapy via the evolution of
drug resistance variants. Wong et al. (1997) defined evo-
lution as the accumulation of drug-resistant amino acid
replacements. To an evolutionary audience, this is in-
deed an unusual definition of evolution, typically de-
fined as a change in gene frequencies at the population
genetic level. Their study sampled too few clones per
individual (two clones/individual; one early and one
late) to get an estimate of frequency changes over time
(Wong et al. 1997). Our samples of 10 clones per time-
point per individual are small, but they do show a clear
difference in the frequency of drug resistance amino
acid replacements at five codon positions. Thus evolu-
tion has occurred, implying active replication even when
viral load is ,500 copies/ml. Other recent studies have
similar evidence of continued evolution even when viral
loads are ,50 copies/ml (Chun et al. 1997b; Imamichi
et al., unpublished data). This suggests that either ex-
tremely small populations (undetectable with current as-
says) of virus are actively replicating, or latent reser-
voirs of virus are being activated and then are replicating
and evolving. If latent reservoirs are being activated, the
critical question then becomes: Are these reservoirs be-
ing replenished by this active replication or depleted
with continual drug therapy? If they are being depleted,
then patients could eventually cease drug treatment; if
not, drug therapy will be a continual course of treatment.
Discussions of discontinuing drug therapy and a cure
for HIV (Wain-Hobson 1997) are at this point prema-
ture.
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